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Chapter 1. Introduction
Ordered-response (OR) choice models are now widely used in many different disciplines,
including sociology, biology, political science, marketing, and transportation. OR models
may be used when analyzing ordinal discrete outcome data that may be considered as
manifestations of an underlying scale that is endowed with a natural ordering. Examples
include ratings data (for instance, of consumer products and movies), or likert-scale type
attitudinal/opinion data (for example, of traffic congestion levels and teacher
evaluations), or intensity data (such as of land use development levels and pain levels). In
all of these situations, the observed outcome data may be considered as censored (or
coarse) measurements of an underlying latent continuous random variable. The censoring
mechanism is usually characterized as a partitioning or thresholding of the latent
continuous variable into mutually exclusive (non-overlapping) intervals. The reader is
referred to McKelvey and Zavoina (1971) and Winship and Mare (1984) for some early
expositions of the ordered-response model formulation, and Liu and Agresti (2005) and
Greene and Hensher (2010) for a survey of more recent developments.
The standard ordered-response model of McKelvey and Zavoina (1971) has been
generalized in many different directions. One important direction is the extension to
allow the thresholds (that map the latent underlying continuous variable to the observed
ordinal outcomes) to vary across individuals due to observed individual characteristics,
while also ensuring (through functional form specifications) that the resulting thresholds
satisfy, for each individual in the sample, the ordering needed to ensure positive
probabilities of each ordinal outcome (see Eluru et al., 2008 and Greene and Hensher,
2010). As indicated by Greene and Hensher (2010) in Chapter 7 of their book, the
resulting generalized ordered-response (GOR) model has been recently applied to many
different application contexts. Castro et al. (2013) have also shown how a specific
functional form parameterization of the thresholds leads to a generalized count model.
In this paper, we use the GOR structure as the starting point, and extend the formulation
in two different directions. The first direction relates to the distribution of the kernel error
distribution, and the second relates to spatial dependence. Each of these is discussed in
turn in the next two sections.

1.1 The Kernel Error Term Structure
The estimation of ordered-response models is based on potentially noisy observations of
ordinal outcomes, and thus there is little a priori information to specify the probability
distribution form for the data generation process conditional on the observed explanatory
variables. But it is typical in the literature to impose an a priori and convenient, but
potentially very restrictive, kernel error distributional assumption for the underlying data
generation process. Two of the most dominant error distribution assumptions are the
logistic and normal distributions, leading to the familiar logit-based GOR and probitbased GOR models, respectively. But the actual functional form of the latent variable
(conditioned on observed covariate) that underlies the observed discrete choice is seldom
known in practice. It also, however, is widely recognized that mis-specification of the
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kernel error distribution will, in general, lead to inconsistent estimates of the choice
probabilities as well as the effects of exogenous variables (Geweke and Keane, 1999,
Caffo et al., 2007). This has led to the use of non-parametric as well as semi-parametric
(or flexibly parametric) methods to characterize the error distribution (many studies using
such methods are focused on binary choice models, though the same methods are
applicable to ordered-response models). The non-parametric methods (see Berry and
Haile, 2010 and Greene and Hensher, 2010, Chapter 12 for reviews) allow consistent
estimates of the observed variable effects under broad model contexts by making
regularity (for instance, differentiability) assumptions on an otherwise distribution-free
density form. But the flexibility of these methods comes at a high inferential cost since
consistency is achieved only in very large samples, parameter estimates have high
variance, and the computational complexity/effort can be substantial (Mittlehammer and
Judge, 2011). On the other hand, the semi-parametric methods, while not guaranteeing
consistency in as broad a sense as the non-parametric methods, are somewhat easier to
implement. They also allow asymmetric and flexible kernel error distribution forms.
While the class of semi-parametric (or flexibly parametric) methods subsumes many
different approaches, the ones that are used quite widely fall under the finite discrete
mixture of normals (FDMN) approach (see Geweke and Keane, 1999, Caffo et al., 2007,
Fruhwirth-Schnatter, 2011a,b, Ferdous et al., 2011, and Malsiner-Walli et al., 2016) or
the best fit parametric distribution selection approach through generalized link functions
(see, for example, Stewart, 2005, Czado and Raftery, 2006 and Canary et al., 2016).

1.2 Spatial Dependence
There is increasing interest and attention in discrete choice modeling on recognizing and
explicitly accommodating spatial dependence among decision-makers, based on spatial
lag and spatial error-type specifications (and their variants) that have been developed for
continuous dependent variables. Further, the importance of spatial modeling, while
originating initially in urban and regional modeling, is now permeating into economics
and mainstream social sciences, including agricultural and natural resource economics,
public economics, geography, sociology, political science, epidemiology, and
transportation. Some examples in these fields include assessing the harvest level of
agricultural products (Ward et al., 2010), determining the siting location for an industry
(Alamá-Sabater et al., 2011, Bocci and Rocco, 2016), analyzing voter turnout in an
election (Facchini and François, 2010), and investigating crashes and accident injury
severity (Rhee et al., 2016, Castro et al., 2013). The reader is referred to a special issue of
the Journal of Regional Science edited by Partridge et al. (2012) for collections of recent
papers on spatial dependence. Other sources for good overviews include LeSage and
Pace (2009), Anselin (2010), Arbia (2014), Franzese et al. (2016) and Elhorst et al.
(2016).
Of course, the same mis-specification-in-distribution form considerations that lead to
inconsistent maximum likelihood estimation in aspatial ordered-response models also
lead to inconsistent estimation in spatial ordered-response models when an incorrect
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distributional form is assumed for the kernel error term and the model coefficients.1 If at
all, mis-specifications lead to even more severe problems in spatial models because the
spillover effects result in dependence and heteroscedasticity across the unobserved
components of decision agents or units. In this context, and unlike the case of aspatial
ordered-response models, there has been no prior research that we are aware of that
explicitly accommodates non-normal error terms. This has been explicitly discussed as an
issue of serious concern in spatial analysis papers within the past decade. For example,
McMillen (2010, 2012) suggests that distributional form mis-specification of errors can
themselves lead to spurious spatial correlation in residuals, and Pinkse and Slade (2010)
identifies the normality assumption as being “implausible”. Further, extant semiparametric and flexible parametric methods developed for the aspatial case (and
discussed above) are all but infeasible for the spatial case. For instance, the most
commonly used and easily implemented (in the aspatial case) finite scale mixture of
normals method will lead to LQ different mixtures for each error term in the reduced form
spatial ordered-response model, where L is the number of mixtures assumed for each
individual error term in the structural spatial model and Q is the number of decision
agents in the spatial setting (this is because the reduced form error term for each decision
agent is an affine transformation of the original structural error terms). Similarly, the
generalized link functions approach for aspatial binary or ordered-response cases is not
suitable for spatial (and, therefore, multivariate) binary or ordered-response cases where
the spatial dependence between dependent variables is generated in a specific form in
terms of the latent underlying variables. Even without this spatial dependence form issue,
the use of multivariate link functions with flexible marginal error distributions to handle
multivariate binary or ordered-response variables is difficult and cumbersome to work
with.2

1.3 The Current Paper
In the current paper, the key innovation is that we propose the use of a flexible parametric
approach to incorporate asymmetry and skewness in the structural (kernel) error terms
within a spatial GOR model (for ease, we will also refer to this model henceforth as a
spatial skew-normal GOR or SSN-GOR model). That is, we accommodate both a flexible
parametric non-normal kernel error term as well as potential spatial dependence effects in

1

A terminology issue here. We use the term “aspatial model” strictly to refer to the case where there is no direct
effect whatsoever on the dependent variable at one point in space through observed covariates (that is, explanatory
variables) or unobserved factors at another point in space. A “spatial model”, on the other hand, is one in which the
dependent variable at one point is space is explicitly influenced by observed covariates and/or unobserved factors at
another point is space.
2
Some researchers have used a Generalized method of moments (GMM)-based estimator for the estimation of
spatial qualitative dependent variable models, which is relatively robust to mis-specifications of the error
distribution form (see, for example, McMillen, 1995, Pinske et al., 2006, Klier and McMillen, 2008, and FloresLagunes and Schnier, 2012). However, these methods do not explicitly accommodate flexible error structures in the
specification per se. Further, these estimators are typically based on a two-step instrumental variable technique after
linearizing around zero interdependence, and work well only for cases with large sample sizes and low spatial
interdependence (see Franzese et al., 2016). There is also no guarantee in these methods that the spatial
autoregressive term will be confined to its legitimate parameter space (Elhorst, 2010).
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a GOR model. We achieve this through the use of a skew-normal distribution for the
kernel error terms.3 The skew-normal is a flexible density function that allows a
“seamless” and “continuous” variation from normality to non-normality, and can
replicate a variety of smooth density shapes with tails to the left or right as well as with a
high modal value (sharp peaking) or low modal value (flat plateau). It is also tractable for
practical applications and parsimonious in general in the number of parameters that
regulate skewness. Further, the multivariate normal distribution is obtained as a specific
restricted case of the multivariate skew-normal distribution (see Azzalini and Dalla Valle,
1996, Azzalini and Capitanio (1999), Arrellano-Valle and Azzalini, 2006, Lee and
McLachlan, 2013, 2014). Bhat and Sidharthan (2012) used the skew-normal distribution
for the aspatial case in a discrete choice context, but did not consider spatial dependence.
Indeed, we are not aware of any linear regression or discrete choice model in the
literature that considers a skew-normal distribution for the error terms within a spatial
econometric context, though there have been a few applications of the skew-normal
distribution in the context of aspatial linear regression type models with continuous
observations (see, for example, Meintanis and Hlávka, 2010, Molenaar et al., 2010,
Smith et al., 2012, and Lin et al., 2016). In this paper, we show how the skew-normal is
particularly well suited for spatial analysis because it leads to just one additional
parameter to be estimated relative to traditional spatial models. This is because the
structural (i.e., kernel) error terms are marginally skew-normal and distributed with the
same amount of skew across observations. We exploit this characteristic and impose a
specific restrictive form on the multivariate skew-normal distribution that has not
appeared and been used in the literature.
The second key contribution is that we show how spatial GOR models with error terms of
the skew-normal variety can be estimated with relative ease using Bhat’s (2011)
maximum approximate marginal composite likelihood (MACML) estimation approach.
Traditional frequentist and Bayesian methods, on the other hand, are still relatively
cumbersome and involve rather long estimation times. While important strides have been
made in reducing computational times in the context of error terms with normally
distributed errors by recognizing the sparse covariance matrix structure of error terms
(see Pace and LeSage, 2011 and Liesenfeld et al., 2013; Elhorst et al., 2016 provides a
good review), the effectiveness of these methods for skew-normally distributed error
terms is still in question.4 Finally, we demonstrate an application of the proposed model.
Overall, we contribute to the spatial analysis field by allowing a general and robust
formulation for the error terms using a skew-normal distribution. In the current paper, we
adopt a spatial lag specification because we believe it is grounded in a structural basis
that is certainly plausible in many empirical settings of spatial interaction, diffusion, and
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The normal distribution is symmetric and bell-shaped, while the skew-normal distribution introduces asymmetry
(through a skewness parameter) to the normal distribution. From this standpoint, the skew-normal is one type of a
non-normal distribution. Note also that unlike, for example, a truncated normal distribution that retains the overall
density function shape of the normal distribution over the real line but truncates it at a specific point, the skewnormal distribution is fundamentally different in shape over the real line from the normal distribution.
4
Besides, there is substantial scope for combining Bhat’s MACML approach with the sparse matrix approaches of
Pace and LeSage (2011) and Liesensfeld et al. (2013) in future studies for even more substantial computational
benefits.
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spillover.5 However, our methodology itself is immediately applicable to the spatial error
specification and more general spatial specifications too.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The next section provides an overview of
the multivariate skew normal distribution as a prelude to its introduction to develop a
spatial model with each observation’s kernel error term specified as being univariate
skew-normal. The third section presents the model framework and estimation procedure
for the proposed spatial skew-normal GOR model. Section 4 demonstrates an application
of the model, and the final section concludes the paper.

See Beck et al. (2006), McMillen (2010), and Sidharthan and Bhat (2012) for a discussion of why the spatial lag
specification is a more sound basis for specifying spatial dependence than is the spatial error specification. In this
regard, in our opinion, the negative assessments of the spatial lag specification found in McMillen (2012) and
Gibbons and Overman (2012) go a little too far. McMillen views the spatial lag model specification itself as being
very restrictive and fully parametric, which need not be the case. For instance, McMillen says “What is ironic is that
the common estimation methods are derived from parametric specifications and log-likelihood functions that rely
heavily on a known model structure.” As we show in this paper, there can be semi-parametric versions of the spatial
lag model specification. And, in terms of modeling causality, we do believe that Gibbon and Overman’s criticism of
the spatial lag and related traditional structural specifications overreach. Keane (2010) provides an excellent and
strong rebuttal to those who espouse the experimentalist paradigm and denounce the structural paradigm, while also
underscoring the issue of understanding and isolating the actual pathways of effects in econometric models.
5
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Chapter 2. The Skew-Normal Distribution
In this section, we provide an overview of the multivariate skew-normal distribution, and
briefly present the properties of the distribution that are most relevant in the context of
application for spatial GOR models.
There are several multivariate versions of the skew-normal distribution in the literature
(see Arellano-Valle and Azzalini, 2006 for a discussion of these many variants, and a
unified treatment of these; Lee and McLachlan, 2013, 2014 also present the many
multivariate variants). All of these share several properties similar to the multivariate
normal distribution. In this paper, we select the restricted multivariate skew normal
(MSN) distribution version originally proposed by Azzalini and Dalla Valle (1996) and
labeled as the rMSN distribution by Lee and McLachlan (there are several
parameterization variants within the rMSN specification, all equivalent to one another;
here, we will use the unified skew-normal (or SUN) representation of Arellano-Valle and
Azzalini, 2006). This representation of the rMSN distribution is based on a conditioning
mechanism as will be discussed later. The rMSN version is particularly well suited for
spatial analysis, especially because of the nature of the kernel error terms with the same
level of skew across observations. It is also closed under any affine transformation of the
skew-normally distributed vector as well as is closed under marginalization (both of
which are the key to the MACML estimation of the spatial skew-normal GOR model). Of
particular importance is that the cumulative distribution function of a D-variate skew
normally distributed variable of the rMSN distribution requires only the evaluation of a
( D + 1) -dimensional multivariate cumulative normal distribution function. In the context
of the spatial GOR model, this implies that one can use a composite marginal likelihood
approach (see Paleti and Bhat, 2013 for a recent review of this approach) for estimation
that entails only the evaluation of a three-dimensional multivariate cumulative normal
distribution (MVNCD). When supplemented with an analytic approximation to compute
this three-dimensional integral, as proposed by Bhat (2011) in his MACML approach, the
net result is the need to evaluate only univariate and bivariate cumulative normal
distribution functions. This enables the practical estimation of the spatial skew-normal
GOR (or SSN-GOR) model.
The SUN representation of the rMSN distribution may be obtained as follows. Consider a
~
~ ~
~
( D + 1) -variate normally distributed vector M = ( M 1 , M ′2 )′, where M 1 is a latent (1×1) ~
vector and M 2 is a ( D × 1) -vector:

~
 M1 
 0

 1 ρ′ 
 ~  ~ N d +1   , Ω*+ , where Ω*+ = 
 ρ Ω*  .
0

M 






 2

(1)

0 represents a column vector of zeros of the appropriate dimension (of dimension D in
the above case), and ρ is a ( D × 1) -vector, each of whose elements may lie between –1
and +1. The matrix Ω* is a positive-definite D×D correlation matrix (this is later
parameterized in a specific form in the context of a spatial model, as discussed in the next
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~
~
section). Then, Z = M 2 | ( M 1 > 0) has the standard multivariate skew-normal (SMVSN)
density function shown below:
~

φ D (z; Ω*+ ) = 2φD (z; Ω* ) Φ (α′z ), where α =

(Ω* ) −1 ρ

(1 − ρ′(Ω ) ρ)
* −1

1/ 2

.

(2)

where φ D (.) and Φ (.) represent the standard multivariate normal density function of D
dimensions and the standard univariate cumulative distribution function, respectively.6
The cumulative distribution function for Z may be obtained as:
 1 − ρ′ 
~
 , and where Φ D +1 (.,.)
P (Z < z ) = Φ D (z; Ω*+ ) = 2Φ D+1 [0, z ], Ω*− ; Ω*− = 
*
−
ρ
Ω


represents the represents the MVNCD function of dimension D+1. In notation form, we
write Z ~ MVSN(0, IDEN, Ω*+ ) , where IDEN is an appropriately sized identity matrix
(of dimension D in the current case) representing the standard deviation of the elements
~
of the M 2 vector. The first three moments of the distribution may subsequently be

(

)

obtained from the function above in a straightforward fashion with b = 2 / π :
E (Z) = μ Z = bρ; Var(Z) = Ω* − μ Z μ′Z , and

(3)

2
′ * −1
 4 − π   μ Z (Ω ) μ Z 
,
Skew (Z) = γ Z = 

 2   1 − μ Z′ (Ω* ) −1 μ Z 
3

(4)

Defining ω as a ( D × D) -diagonal matrix formed by the standard deviations of a ( D × D)
covariance matrix Ω (i.e., Ω* = ω −1Ωω −1 and Ω = ωΩ*ω ), the probability density
function of the D-dimensional random variable G = ξ + ωZ [G ~ MVSN(ξ, ω, Ω*+ )] may
be written in terms of the standard MVSN density function in Equation (2) as:
−1

 D
 ~
f G (g; ξ, ω, Ω ) =  ∏ ω j  φD (ω −1 (g − ξ ); Ω*+ ),
 j =1 
*
+

(5)

where ω j is the jth diagonal element of the matrix ω . The moments for the variable
G = ξ + ωZ , which is non-standard skew-normally distributed, may be obtained as
μ G = ξ + ωμ Z , Var (G) = ωVar(Z)ω , and γ G = γ Z . The corresponding cumulative
distribution function for G is:
~
P(G < g) = Φ D ω −1 (g − ξ ); Ω*+ = 2Φ D+1 0, ω −1 (g − ξ ), Ω*− .
(6)

(

)

(

)
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The presence of the factor “2” in Equation (2) may be explained in many ways, including based on a conditioning
stochastic representation of the skew-normal distribution (see Equations (2) and (3), and Equations (5) and (6), of
Sidharthan and Bhat (2012)). A more intuitive way to explain it is that it is a normalizing factor needed to ensure
that the cumulative distribution function as z → ∞ reaches the value of one (see Appendix A.1 of Sidharthan and
Bhat, 2012).
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A couple of properties of the MVSN distribution that will be useful in the development of
the SSN-GOR model are now provided below without proof (the proofs may be found in
many different sources, including Bhat and Sidharthan, 2012 and Arellano-Valle and
Azzalini, 2006):

2.1 Property 1
The affine transformation of the MVSN distributed vector G (of dimension d × 1 )
[G ~ MVSN(ξ, ω, Ω*+ )] as a + BG , where B is a (h × d ) matrix is also a MVSN
distributed vector of dimension h × 1 :
~
~ ~ −1 ~
~ *  1 ρ′  ~ *
~*
~
~ ) −1 Ω
a + BG ~ MVSN(a + Bξ, ω, Ω + )], where Ω + =  ~ ~ * , Ω = (ω
(ω) , Ω = BΩB′,
ρ Ω 
~
~ = (ω
~ ) −1 Bω ρ, and ω
~ is the diagonal matrix of standard deviations of Ω
ρ
.

2.2 Property 2
If [G ~ MVSN(ξ, ω, Ω*+ )] is partitioned into two-subvectors G1 and G 2 , with
corresponding partitions of the other vectors as follows:
1

 ξ1 
 ω1 0 
*
, and Ω + =  ρ1
ξ =  , ω = 
ξ2 
 0 ω2 
ρ
 2

ρ1′
Ω
Ω

*
1
*
12

ρ′2 

*
Ω12
, then
* 
Ω2 

 1 ρ1′ 
1
 , and G 2 ~ MVSN(ξ 2 , ω 2 , Ω*2+ )], Ω*2+ = 
G1 ~ MVSN (ξ1 , ω1 , Ω1*+ )], Ω1*+ = 
*
 ρ1 Ω1 
 ρ2

ρ′2 
.
Ω*2 

That is, the rMSN distribution is closed under marginalization, which can be shown by
straightforward integration (Azzalini, 2005).
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Chapter 3. Modeling Framework
3.1 The Basic Structure
Let q ( q = 1,2,..., Q ) be an index to represent observations of an ordered response variable
taking on the values k ∈ {1,2,..., K }. The latent variable underlying the ordered response
observation yq is denoted by y q* . The equation system for the spatial skew-normal GOR
(or SSN-GOR) model then takes the following form:
Q

yq* = δ  wqq' yq*' + b′xq + ε q , yq = k if ψ q,k −1 < y*q < ψ q,k ,

(7)

q '=1

where x q is an (L×1)-column vector of exogenous attributes (excluding a constant), and
b is a corresponding (L×1)-column vector. The wqq' terms are the elements of an

exogenously defined distance-based spatial weight matrix W corresponding to
observations q and q ′ (with wqq = 0 and  wqq′ = 1 ), and δ (−1 < δ < 1) is the spatial
q′

autoregressive parameter. To ensure the constraints on the spatial lag term δ , we
~
~
~
parameterize it as δ = ± eδ / (1 + eδ ) . Once estimated, the δ estimate can be translated
back to an estimate of δ . In our empirical analysis, we expect δ to be positive because
attitudes/preferences are likely to be reinforcing through social interactions.
The formulation above generates spatial dependence through the spatial lag term, the
nature of which is related to the specification of the weight terms wqq′ . The weight matrix
can take the form of a contiguity specification ( wqq′ =1 if the parcels q and q ′ are adjacent
and 0 otherwise), or a specification based on a distance threshold
( wqq′ = cqq ' /  cqq ' , where cqq ' is a dummy variable taking the value 1 if the parcel q′ is
q'

within the distance threshold and 0 otherwise), or based on the inverse of distance d qq′
−1


 
n
n

(n > 0), or the shared border length
and its power functions w qq′ = (1/d qq′ ) 1/d qq′ 


′
q

 

~ 
~ 
~
d qq′ between parcels wqq′ = c~qq ' d qq ' /   c~qq ' d qq ' ,  (where c~qq ' is a dummy variable taking
 q'

the value 1 if the parcels q and q ′ are adjoining, and 0 otherwise). All of these functional
forms and others for the weight matrix may be tested empirically. Finally, in Equation
(7), ε q is an error term capturing the effects of unobserved factors on the latent
propensity.

In the usual ordered-response fashion, the latent propensity yq* is mapped to the observed
level

yq

through

the

thresholds
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ψ q ,k

(ψ q,0 = −∞

and

ψ q ,K = ∞; ψ q ,1 < ψ q , 2 <  < ψ q ,K −1 ∀q) . To allow heterogeneity (across observations)
in the thresholds, they are parameterized as a function of a relevant exogenous variable
vector z qk (excluding a constant), as in Eluru et al. (2008):

ψ q,k =ψ q,k −1 + exp(λk + ϕ k′ zqk ) .

(8)

where λk is a scalar, and ϕ k is a vector of coefficients associated with level
k = 1, 2,..., K − 1 . For identification reasons, impose the normalization ψ q,1 = exp(λ1 ) for

all q (that is, all elements of the vector ϕ1 take the value of zero). For future use, define
the following, let λ = (λ1 , λ2 ,, λ K )′, and ϕ = (ϕ 2′ ,, ϕ K′ )′. If all elements of the vector
ϕ are uniformly zero, the GORL formulation collapses to the standard ordered-response
formulation.
The latent propensity representation of Equation (7) can be written equivalently in vector
notation as:

y * = δ Wy * + xb + ε ,
where

(9)

y* = ( y1* , y*2 , ..., yQ* )′

and

ε = (ε 1 , ε 2 ,..., ε Q )′

are

(Q×1)

vectors,

and

x = ( x1 , x 2 , ..., x Q )′ is a (Q×L) matrix of exogenous variables for all Q units. Defining

S = [IDENQ − δ W] [(Q×Q) matrix], where IDENQ is an identity matrix of dimension
Q. Equation (9) may be re-written as:
-1

y * = Sxb + Sε .

(10)

The distribution of the vector y * is determined by the distribution of the vector ε. In this
paper, we assume a specific rMSN distributional form for ε that satisfies the following
properties: (1) The marginal distribution of each element of ε is identically univariate
skew-normal distributed, and (2) there is no dependence in the elements of ε other than
what is automatically generated because of the skew-normality of each ε q term. The first
property is maintained in a simple way by specifying each ε q term as a standard
univariate skew-normal random term with identical skew determined by the parameter ρ.
  1 ρ 
That is, ε q ~ MVSN  0,1, 
  ∀ q. It is the second property where we propose a
ρ
1



specific form of the multivariate skew-normal (rMSN) distribution introduced in the
previous section as the distributional form for ε: ε ~ MVSN(0, ω, Ω*+ ) with ω being the
identity matrix of size Q (that is, ω = IDENQ ) (this is needed for identification, similar
to the use of a standard normal or standard logistic distribution in traditional orderedresponse models) and Ω*+ as follows:
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(11)

The specification above is very parsimonious (dependent on only one term ρ), and
satisfies both the desired properties mentioned earlier. It is straightforward to note that
the marginal distribution of each ε q is standard univariate skew-normal, as defined
earlier. Further, it is straightforward to note that, when ρ=0, the multivariate vector
becomes multivariate normally distributed with independence across the marginals. That
is, the only source of dependence among the elements of ε in our specification is the
element that generates the skew in each of the elements. After accommodating the skew,
there is no additional dependence in the elements of ε.7 Another way to notice this is that
the Cholesky decomposition matrix of our specification of Ω*+ in the equation above is
given by:
1

ρ
L = ρ


ρ


0
1− ρ

0
2

0

0

0

1− ρ


0


0

0
2

0

0



0 
0 .

 
1 − ρ 2 
0

Except for the first column that has entries of ρ, the Cholesky matrix is otherwise
diagonal. Another benefit of our specification is that Ω*+ is immediately positive definite
as long as ρ < 1 . Overall, we have not seen this special form of the rMSN proposed here
used anywhere before.
Finally, from Equation (10) and property 1, we obtain the multivariate skew-normal
distribution of the vector y* as follows:
~ ~ ~*
y* ~ MVSN(B, ω
, Ω + )],
~
~ *  1 ρ′  ~ *
~ ~ −1 ~
~
~ ) −1 Ω
~ ) −1 Sρ ,

(ω) , Ω = SΩS′, ~
B = Sxb, Ω + =  ~ ~ * , Ω = (ω
ρ = (ω
ρ Ω 
~
~ is the diagonal matrix of standard deviations of Ω
where ω
.

7

(12)

By construction, the rMSN distribution generates a dependence across the skew-normally distributed variables.
That is, the rMSN distribution does not allow independence among the marginals, except in the case when all
elements of ρ in Equation (11) are zero (which is the case of multivariate normality). When all elements of ρ are
equal to zero, independence among marginals is achieved in the special case when Ω* is a diagonal matrix.
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An important point here before moving on to estimation. We are not encouraging the use
of a skew-normal kernel error term within a spatial context as an alternative to (or as an
escape from) a good model specification in the first place based on theory and past
studies. A variety of model mis-specifications by way of omitted variables, a potentially
incorrect weight matrix for accommodating spatial/social dependence, or even a different
process other than the spatial lag process may all manifest themselves incorrectly in the
form of a skew-normal error distribution and/or the presence of a statistically significant
spatial auto-regressive parameter. However, it is also true of any econometric model that
one has to start from some a priori information and functional form. After all, an
econometric model is not intended to be reality, but as close of an abstraction of that
reality as possible. In other words, any econometric model can potentially be misspecified on multiple grounds, and this is particularly the case when one introduces
spatial dependence. However, this should not also be taken as reason to reject more
flexible model forms, as long as the analyst continues to place due emphasis on
developing as cogent a specification as possible. Our introduction of the skew-normal
distribution for the kernel error form should be viewed in this light of supplementing a
rich specification of other elements of the model form.

3.2 Model Estimation
The parameter vector to be estimated in the model is denoted θ = ( b ′, δ , ρ , ϕ ′, λ ′) ′ .
Several restrictive models are obtained from the spatial model formulation developed
here. If δ = 0, but ρ ≠ 0, the result is the aspatial skew-normal GOR (ASSN-GOR)
model. If δ ≠ 0, but ρ = 0, the result is the spatial probit GOR (SP-GOR) model that has
been used in the spatial econometric literature. If both δ = 0 and ρ = 0, the result is the
aspatial probit GOR (ASP-GOR) model. Of course, in each of these instances, if all the
elements of ϕ are also zero, the result is the corresponding standard ordered-response
(SOR) model.
The likelihood function L (θ ) for the SRC-GORP model may then be obtained from the
fact that y* is multivariate skew-normally distributed:
−1

 Q

~ ~*
~ −1 ( y * − B
L(θ ) = P( y = m ) =   ∏ ω~ j  2φQ (ω
); Ω ) Φ (α′y * ) dy * ,
D *  q =1

y

[

][

]

(13)

where y = ( y1 , y 2 ,..., yQ )′ , m = (m1 , m2 ,..., mQ )′ is the corresponding (Q×1) vector of the
actual observed ordered-response outcomes, D y * is the integration domain defined as

Dy* = { y * :ψ q ,mq −1 < yq* < ψ q ,mq , ∀ q = 1, 2, ..., Q} , φQ (.) is the multivariate normal density
~
~
(Ω* ) −1 ρ
function of dimension Q, and α =
~ * −1 ~ 1/ 2 .
~′(Ω
1− ρ
) ρ

(

)

The rectangular integral in the likelihood function is of dimension Q, which becomes
difficult to evaluate and increasingly less accurate using traditional numerical simulation
techniques (Bhat et al., 2010; Müller and Czado, 2005; Bhat et al., 2016). The alternative
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is to use the composite marginal likelihood (CML) approach, exploiting the closure under
marginalization property of the multivariate skew-normal distribution (Property 2).
The CML inference approach is based on maximizing a surrogate likelihood function that
compounds much easier-to-compute, lower-dimensional, marginal likelihoods (see Varin
et al., 2011 for an extensive review of CML methods; Lindsay et al., 2011, Bhat, 2011,
and Yi et al., 2011 are also useful references). The CML approach, which belongs to the
more general class of composite likelihood function approaches (see Lindsay, 1988), may
be explained in a simple manner as follows. In the SSN-GOR model, instead of
developing the likelihood function for the entire set of Q observations, as in Equation
(13), one may compound (multiply) pairwise probabilities of observation q being in
ordinal state m and observation q′ being in ordinal state m′ , of observation q being in
ordinal state m and observation q′′ being in ordinal state m′′ , and so on. The CML
estimator (in this instance, the pairwise CML estimator) is then the one that maximizes
the compounded probability of all pairwise events. The properties of the CML estimator
may be derived using the theory of estimating equations (see Cox and Reid, 2004, Yi et
al., 2011). Specifically, under usual regularity assumptions (Molenberghs and Verbeke,
2005, page 191, Xu and Reid, 2011), the CML estimator is consistent and asymptotically
normal distributed (this is because of the unbiasedness of the CML score function, which
is a linear combination of proper score functions associated with the marginal event
probabilities forming the composite likelihood; for a formal proof, see Yi et al., 2011 and
Bhat, 2014).
The pairwise CML function for the SSN-GOR model may be written as follows:
Q −1

LCML (θ ) = ∏

Q

∏L

q =1 q '= q +1

qq ′

, where Lqq′ = P([ y ]q = [m ]q ,[ y ]q ' = [m ]q ' )


 Φ 3 0,τ q ,τ q ' ; Ω*−qq′ − Φ 3
= 2×∏ ∏ 
*
q =1 q '= q +1  − Φ 3 0, π q ,τ q ' ; Ω − qq′ + Φ 3

~
~
ψ q ,m q − [ B ] q
ψ q ,mq −1 − [ B ]q
where τ q =
, πq =
ωq
ωq

~
~
column vector B , and Ω*−qq′ = Δ qq′Ω*− Δ ′qq′ ,
Q −1

Q

(
(

)
)

(0,τ ,π ; Ω ) 
,
(0,π ,π ; Ω )
q

q'

*
− qq ′

q

q'

*
− qq′

(14)

~
th
, [B]q represents the q element of the

with Δ qq′ being a (3×Q) selection matrix

constructed as follows: (1) First fill the entire matrix with values of zero, (2) Place a
value of ‘1’ in the first row and first column, and (3) Place a value of ‘1’ in the
q th column of the second row, and a value of ‘1’ in the q ′ th column of the third row.
The CML function in the equation above can be computed using the maximum simulated
likelihood function to evaluate the three-dimensional multivariate normal cumulative
distribution (MVNCD) function. While this can be done relatively easily using quasiMonte Carlo methods (see Bhat, 2001 and Bhat, 2003), we use an analytic approximation
embedded in the MACML approach of Bhat (2011) to evaluate the MVNCD function.
This is because the analytic approximation requires only the evaluation of univariate and
bivariate MVNCD functions, and is computationally much faster than the MSL approach.
Further, the analytic approximation embedded in the MACML inference approach
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generally recovers parameters much better than the simulated approach of MSL, because
of a much smoother analytic approximated surface to be maximized than a simulation
approximated surface to be maximized. This latter result is illustrated in Bhat et al., 2010
and Bhat and Sidharthan, 2012.
The pairwise marginal likelihood function of Equation (14) comprises four MVNCD
function computations per pair of observation units, and Q (Q − 1) / 2 pairs of observation
units. This can itself become quite time consuming. However, previous studies (Varin
and Vidoni, 2008, Bhat et al., 2010, Varin and Czado, 2010) have shown that spatial
dependency drops quickly with inter-observation distance. Therefore, there is no need to
retain all observation pairs because the pairs formed from the closest observations
provide much more information than pairs far from one another. The “optimal” distance
for including pairings can be based on minimizing the trace of the asymptotic covariance
matrix. Thus, the analyst can start with a low value of the distance threshold (leading to a
low number of pairwise terms in the CML function) and then continually increase the
distance threshold up to a point where the gains from increasing the distance threshold is
very small or even drops. To be specific, for a given threshold, construct a Q×Q matrix
~
R with its q th column filled with a Q×1 vector of zeros and ones as follows: if the
observational unit q′ is not within the specified threshold distance of unit q, the q ′ th row
has a value of zero; otherwise, the q ′ th row has a value of one. By construction, the q th
~
~
row of the q th column has a value of one. Let [R ]qq′ be the qq th element of the matrix R ,

~ Q−1
and let W = 

Q

~

 [R]

q =1 q′=q +1

qq′

~
. Define a set C q of all individuals (observation units) that have

~
~
~
a value of ‘1’ in the vector [R ]q , where [R ]q is the q th column of the vector R . Then,
the CML function is as follows:
Q −1

LCML (θ ) = ∏

Q

∏L

q =1 q '= q +1
~
q ′∈C q

qq ′

.

(15)

Under usual regularity assumptions (Molenberghs and Verbeke, 2005, Xu and Reid,
2011, Bhat, 2014), the CML estimator of θ is consistent and asymptotically normal
′
Hˆ -1 Jˆ Hˆ -1
distributed with asymptotic mean θ and covariance matrix given by
,
~
W
where

[ ][ ][ ]

 Q −1
1

Hˆ = − ~ 
W q =1



Q



q′= q +1
~
q′′∈Cq


∂ 2 log Lqq′ 
, or alternatively,
∂θ∂θ ′ 

 θˆCML

1 Q −1 Q   ∂ log Lqq′   ∂ log Lqq′  
Hˆ = ~    


W q =1 q′= q~+1   ∂θ   ∂θ ′   θˆ
q′∈C q

(16)

(17)

CML
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However, the estimation of the “vegetable” matrix J is more difficult in this case. One
cannot empirically estimate J as the sampling variance of the individual contributions to
the composite score function because of the underlying spatial dependence in observation
units. But a windows resampling procedure (see Heagerty and Lumley, 2000) may be
used to estimate J. While there are several ways to implement this, Bhat (2011) suggests
overlaying the spatial region under consideration with a square grid providing a total of
~
Q internal and external nodes.8 Then, select the observational unit closest to each of the
~
~
Q gird nodes to obtain Q observational units from the original Q observational units
~
~
( q~ = 1, 2, 3,, Q ). Let R q~ be the Q × 1 matrix representing the q~ th column vector of the
~
~
matrix R , let C q~ be the set of all individuals (observation units) that have a value of ‘1’
~
~
in the vector Rq~ , and let y q~ be the sub-vector of y with values of ‘1’ in the rows of Rq~ .
~
~
Let N q~ be the sum (across rows) of the vector Rq~ (that is N q~ the cardinality of C q~ ), so
that the dimension of y q~ is N q~ × 1. Let l q~ be the index of all elements in the vector y q~ ,

so that l q~ =1,2,…, N q~ . Next, define C q~ = N q~ ( N q~ − 1) / 2. Then, the J matrix maybe
empirically estimated as:

[

]

′  
 Q~   N q~ −1 N q~

∂ log Ll q~ l ′   N q~ −1 N q~ ∂ log Ll q~ l ′   

1
1


Jˆ = ~       
.
  

Q q~ =1 Cq~   l q~ =1 l ′=l q~ +1 ∂θ   l q~ =1 l ′=l q~ +1 ∂θ   
  
  θˆCML


(18)

The CML estimator loses some asymptotic efficiency from a theoretical perspective
relative to a full likelihood estimator (Lindsay, 1988, Zhao and Joe, 2005, Bhat, 2011),
though several studies have found this efficiency loss to be negligible to small from an
empirical standpoint (see Zhao and Joe, 2005, Lele, 2006, Joe and Lee, 2009). Further,
when simulation methods have to be used to evaluate the likelihood function, there is also
a loss in asymptotic efficiency in the maximum simulated likelihood (MSL) estimator
relative to a full likelihood estimator (see McFadden and Train, 2000). In earlier
empirical comparisons of the CML and MSL estimators in cases where the MSL
estimation is feasible, little difference has been found in the efficiency of the two
estimators, and the CML estimator has the benefit of a very substantial reduction in
computation time and much superior convergence properties (see Bhat et al., 2010, and
Paleti and Bhat, 2013).

8

Note also that in the case of spatial models, we need a fast enough rate at which the Godambe information
converges to infinity (for good asymptotic properties). This holds when the spatial correlation fades quickly over
distance, as is the case when using spatial lag and related models (see Varin et al., 2011 for a good review).
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Chapter 4. Application to Bicycling Frequency
4.1 Background
In 2007, 130 million bicycles were produced around the world, more than twice the
number of cars produced (Worldwatch Institute, 2008). In 2012, more bicycles than cars
were sold in all of the member countries of the European Union, except Belgium and
Luxembourg (COLIBI/COLIPED, 2013; ACEA, 2013). Although bicycles have been
perceived as a transportation mode exclusively for health-conscious and environmentally
conscious people (see Horton, 2006, Pretty et al., 2007, Steinbach et al., 2011, and
Jensen, 2013 for a detailed study of the relation between bicycle use and healthy/green
lifestyles), the number of bicycle riders has been increasing since cities started promoting
bicycling as a practical way to reduce traffic congestion and smog. Government leaders
have been attempting to bring cycling to prominence in the urban transport mix and use
this healthy, affordable, and compact mode of transportation to fight not only congestion,
but also climate change and the emerging obesity epidemic.9 Cities worldwide,
particularly in Europe, have promoted pro-bicycling transportation and land use policies
and heavily funded bicycle infrastructure and public education (Roney, 2008, Pucher et
al., 2010). Although the modal share of bicycle trips is very low in the United States
(about 1% of all trips, according to Pucher et al., 2010), bicycling advocacy has been
growing in recent years in the United States too. The League of American Bicyclists now
honors 371 U.S. towns and cities as Bicycle Friendly Communities, compared with 52 in
2005 (League of American Bicyclists, 2015). The United States federal government
provided $900 million a year to promote bicycling and walking between 2005 and 2009.
The 50 largest U.S. cities planned to double their pedestrian/bicycle infrastructure during
this period, including the installation of additional parking (racks), bicycle-friendly roads,
and designated lanes (Roney, 2008).
The promotion of bicycling as an alternative mode appears to have been facilitated by the
presence of a social interaction effect (through a peer effect or a peer pressure effect)
inside urban communities (Salvy et al., 2009, Ferdous et al., 2011). As with other
sustainable technologies, such as electric cars or solar panels, decisions about using a
bicycle has been shown to be strongly related to social group influences. For example,
Dill and Voros (2007) found that if an individual’s co-workers bicycle to work, the
individual is more likely to bicycle to work too. The notion of norms in one’s social
group impacting bicycling behavior is also consistent with the theory of planned behavior
and the theory of interpersonal behavior (see Heinen et al., 2010 for a good discussion).
The increasing and reinforcing popularity of bicycle sharing systems provides another
indirect evidence of social interaction effects. These sharing systems were available in
500 cities in 40 countries around the world by 2012 (Midgley, 2009, Shaheen et al., 2010,

9

The popular belief that bicycling is a dangerous activity has been questioned and refuted. Many studies have
juxtaposed the obesity reduction and cardiovascular health improvement of bicycling relative to the potential health
risks from traffic injuries (see, for example, Hamer and Chida, 2008, Huy et al., 2008, Gordon-Larsen et al., 2009,
Elvik, 2009, and Pucher et al., 2010), and concluded that the health benefits exceed the health risks.
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and Meddin and DeMaio, 2012)10, providing the riders with more opportunities to use
multi-modal alternatives such as bicycling and the use of public transportation. Social
interaction effects are further intensified by the use of smartphones. Currently several
bicycling-related applications (“apps”) are available that share with friends and family—
or any social network—favorite routes, personal records, and challenges (Reddy et al.,
2010, Ertiö, 2015). Finally, formal and informal bicycling associations have arisen in
various cities in the last few years, organizing massive rides across communities,
initiating ciclovia (events that close streets on weekends to promote family-friendly
bicycling-related activities), demanding better bicycling infrastructure and support from
their respective governmental authorities, sharing and promoting the bicycling experience
in different neighborhoods, facilitating public access to tools and training for bicycle
maintenance and repair, and—most importantly—providing more opportunities for social
interaction effects associated with bicycling propensity.
Despite the increasing recognition of social interaction effects in the bicycling literature,
few empirical studies of bicycling frequency consider such effects. Indeed, as indicated
by Heinen et al. (2010) in their review of the bicycling literature, research into
psychological constructs, including social interaction and dependence effects, has been
more theoretical. Though this situation has been changing in the past few years, with
studies such as Maldonado-Hinarejos et al. (2014) and Ma et al. (2014) focusing on
attitudes and perceptions, most of these studies still do not consider social interaction
effects in bicycling frequency. Even when very occasionally considered, such as in Dill
and Voros (2007), these effects are considered in simple univariate terms without
controlling for other variables or other effects that may manifest as social interaction
effects (for example, an individual may be more likely to bicycle to work if more coworkers bicycle not because of social interactions, but because bicycling facilities, such
as a wash room and bicycle racks, at the common work place are good). In contrast, in
this paper, we use a well-established conceptual and structural model to capture social
dependence effects in the underlying bicycling propensity that gets manifested in the
observed bicycling frequency. As we also demonstrate, introducing social dependence
effects is not simply an esoteric econometric nuance; ignoring social interaction effects
can underestimate the impacts of bicycling infrastructure improvements and public
campaigns on bicycle use frequency, potentially (and incorrectly) under-projecting the
benefits of bicycling-oriented projects. Further, incorrectly considering a normally
distributed kernel error term in the bicycling propensity when a skew-normal distribution
is more appropriate can lead to additional mis-projections of bicycling infrastructure
investment improvements.

4.2 Data and Sample Formation
The data used in the analysis is based on the 2014 Puget Sound household travel survey.
The Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) collected complete travel information of
household members (over the age of 5 years) for a weekday (Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday) during the spring (April–June) of 2014 in the Puget Sound region (King,

10

Bicycle-sharing systems are expected to expand even more in the near future (Faghih-Imani et al., 2014).
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Kitsap, Pierce, and Snohomish counties in the state of Washington, USA). Sociodemographic information was collected as provided by one household member (age 18 or
older) deemed the householder. That information included household demographics
(income, number of household members, and number and type of motorized vehicles),
person-level demographics (including age, gender, education level, and employment
status), and current home location characteristics (postal address, census tract, and census
block group). The survey also collected individual responses on how many times in the
past 30 days they have traveled using a bicycle for more than 15 minutes, which
constituted the dependent variable in the current analysis.
From the original data set of 4,092 householders who were also workers, we removed
those records that contained incomplete information on socioeconomic, household
location and tenure/type, and travel characteristics relevant to the current analysis (332
records were deleted). The final data sample used in the estimation included 3,760
individuals, with about an equal percentage of men (49%) and women (51%). As
expected in this pool of workers, a high percentage had attained a bachelor’s (38.5%) or
graduate (31.3%) education, with relatively low percentages of individuals with some
college degree (21.5%) and high school or less education (8.7%). Most individuals
(75.3%) were full-time workers, with 12.9% being part-time and 11.8% being selfemployed. A majority of the individuals (44.4%) were between 35-54 years, with 29.3%
in the 18–34-year age group, 20.1% in the 55–64-year age group, and a much lower
percentage of 6.2% in the “>65 years” age category. 30% of the individuals reported one
or more children in the household, and a majority of the individuals (58.9%) reported an
annual household income of more than US $75,000.

4.3 Variable Specification
The dependent variable in our analysis is the bicycling frequency reported for each
individual. The survey recorded bicycling frequency in ordinal categories, and for the
purpose of this analysis, we identified five categories with a reasonable share of
individuals in each response category: (1) ‘I never do this’ (56.5% of the sample), (2) ‘I
do this, but not in the past 30 days’ (24.0%), (3) ‘1-3 times in the past 30 days’ (7.2%),
(4) ‘1-4 days per week’ (9.0%), (5) ‘5 days or more per week’ (3.3%). For ease in
presentation, we will refer to these categories as “not a bicyclist”, “occasional bicyclist”,
“infrequent bicyclist”, “frequent bicyclist”, and “everyday bicyclist”.11
The smallest space unit available in the survey for household location identification is the
census block group. The Puget Sound region has 2,647 census block groups, with an
average size of 2.36 square miles (considering only the area of land, i.e., excluding
water). To construct our distance matrix for characterizing spatial proximity-based
dependence, we located the centroid of each census block group and computed the
Euclidean distance between centroids (in miles). For those individuals belonging to the
same census block group, we assumed that the distance between them is 0.5 miles (our

11

The trips considered for the individuals when they reported bicycling frequency are not necessarily confined to
only commute bicycling. That is, the model developed in this paper examines bicycling frequency in general,
commuting included.
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results were not very sensitive to variations of this value from 0.1 miles to 1 mile). The
largest inter-individual distance between the residences of two individuals in our sample
is about 99 miles.
Earlier studies have identified several groups of variables that may affect bicycling
frequency. Heinen et al. (2010) and Pucher et al. (2010) provide a good literature review
of bicycling behavior determinants, and acknowledge that, in good part, the reason for
different variables being used in different studies is purely based on the practical
consideration of data availability. Further, in many cases, statistical problems of
multicollinearity are also encountered in including multiple variables capturing similar
effects, such as income and car ownership in the case of demographic variables, or
residential density, bicycle facility mileage in the residential neighborhood, and street
connectivity in the case of built-environment measures. In addition to the (individual and
household) demographic variables and residential neighborhood attributes identified
above, which are two sets of variables almost always included in empirical studies of
bicycling, socio-ecological and socio-cognitive theoretical models (see Sallis et al., 2002
and Ma et al., 2014) suggest that bicycling behavior should be impacted by a third set of
such subjective factors as individual attitudes and perceptions. These theoretical models
also suggest that the impact of objective built environment measures should be moderated
by subjective factors as well as demographic factors. The underlying notion is that
individual factors such as gender, place attachment, local culture, societal norms, safety
attitudes, and physical capability color the lens through which individuals sense and
perceive the objective built environment, leading to potentially different mental maps
across individuals experiencing the same objective environment (see, for example, Gebel
et al., 2009, Lackey and Kaczynski, 2009, Van Acker et al., 2013, and MaldonadoHinarejos et al., 2014). A fourth set of variables correspond to the natural environment,
including seasonality/climate, terrain grades, and daylight length times (see, for example,
Stinson and Bhat, 2004, Parkin et al., 2008, and Gatersleben and Appleton, 2007). A fifth
set of variables used in some earlier commute mode choice studies including bicycling
correspond to cycling infrastructure considerations (such as travel time to work and
presence of showering facilities at work). Another set of variables that are occasionally
used refer to bicycling orientation and experience, with some studies developing cyclist
typologies (such as dedicated or diehard bicyclist and experienced bicyclist) as a
precursor to modeling frequency within each cyclist typology (see, for example, Hunt and
Abraham, 2007 and Damant-Sirois et al., 2014). A problem though with doing so is that
there is an endogeneity problem given the typologies themselves are a function of
bicycling frequency.
Clearly, there are many sets of variables that have been used in the literature, though, due
to data limitations, it is literally impossible for any single study to consider all the
variables at the same time. For instance, in the current analysis, there is no information on
subjective attitudes and preferences related to bicycling behavior, and the narrow time
window of survey data collection precludes the inclusion of natural environment
variables. Further, as with many earlier studies (such as Sallis et al., 2013 and Ma et al.,
2014), we focus on bicycling frequency in general for all purposes and frequency over a
longer period of time than a single day rather than daily commuting mode choice, and so
do not include cycling infrastructure variables. Thus, we include the “staple” variables
corresponding to residential neighborhood and demographic variables, along with
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interactions of the two sets of variables to accommodate the potential different mental
maps across individuals of the same objective environment based on observed
demographics. In the category of residential neighborhood, we construct two variables
based on GIS data available at the PSRC web site and the location of the household of
each individual. The first variable characterizes residential density, computed as the
density or number of households per square mile in the Census block group of the
household’s residence, as obtained from the 2010 decennial Census data. The second
represents a measure of the intensity of bicycling facilities available, computed as the
total length of bicycle lanes (in miles) within a one-mile radius of the centroid of the
census block group of the individual’s household (for presentation ease, we will
henceforth refer to this variable simply as “intensity of bicycle lane infrastructure” or
IBLI; note that a bicycle lane, as considered in this study, can be a striped bicycle lane, a
protected bicycle lane, a marked shared lane, or a separated bicycle lane).
Overall, while our empirical model is by no means comprehensive in the consideration of
bicycling frequency determinants, it exploits the information available in the data used
here. Most importantly, we explicitly consider social dependence effects using a spatial
lag formulation, which, to our knowledge, is a first in the bicycling literature.12

4.4 Estimation Process
The selection of variables in the final specification was based on previous research (as
discussed earlier), intuitiveness, and statistical testing. Note that, while many earlier
studies (such as Sallis et al., 2013 and Ma et al., 2014), like our study, consider the
frequency variable in ordinal discrete categories (such as never bicycle to bicycle
everyday), they have assumed the variable as a continuous dependent variable, which is
fundamentally inappropriate from an econometric perspective. Further, while some other
studies (such as Sener et al., 2009a, and Noland et al., 2011) have used a standard
ordered response (SOR) formulation, we improve upon this restrictive formulation by
generalizing it and allowing the thresholds themselves to be functions of exogenous
variables through the use of a generalized ordered response (GOR) formulation. This
allows the exogenous variables to have a less restrictive monotonic and even quite
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As discussed at the end of Section 3.1, an issue is whether what is being captured through the spatial lag
formulation is a social dependence effect or a manifestation of other model mis-specifications. Of course, one can
never be sure that things have been appropriately disentangled in any empirical application with purely choice
outcome data. In the empirical analysis of this paper, we pre-specify the elements of W to be a fixed decreasing
function of a single exogenous variable (distance between the residences of individuals), and assume that these
represent social dependence effects due to peer interactions. This is standard in much of the transportation literature
to acknowledge that the home-end generally tends to be the hub of socialization and interaction. However, our
framework is extendable to include more general forms of spatial and social dependence. For example, W itself can
be parameterized as a finite mixture of several weight matrices, each weight matrix being related to a specific
K

proximity measure k: W =  ϕ k Wk , where ϕ k is the weight on the kth proximity variable in determining
k =1

K

dependency between individuals (  ϕ k = 1 ), and Wk is a matrix with its elements representing a measure of
k =1

distance between individuals on the kth covariate (see Yang and Allenby, 2003).
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different direction of effects on each ordinal category of bicycling frequency than the
SOR formulation (see Eluru et al., 2008). As indicated in Section 3.2, if no exogenous
variables affect the thresholds, the GOR collapses to the SOR formulation. To our
knowledge, this is the first use of the GOR formulation in the bicycling frequency
literature, in addition to the inclusion of social interdependence while also including a
skew-normal error term for the kernel error term.
Our progression in terms of estimation began with developing the best specification in
the context of a simple aspatial GOR formulation. Then, we retained this specification to
explore alternative spatial weight specifications. Specifically, we considered several
functional forms for the spatial weight matrix (W) based on the inverse of interindividual distance to accommodate fading social dependence based on decreasing spatial
proximity of individuals’ residential locations, including inverse distance, inverse
distance squared, inverse distance cubed, and inverse of exponential distance. The best
weight configuration is chosen based on a composite likelihood information criterion
(CLIC) statistic. The weight configuration that provides the highest value of the CLIC
statistic is the preferred one (see Bhat, 2011, 2014). In our analysis, this came out to be
the inverse of the cube of distance, which was retained in all subsequent specifications.
The spatial specification above considered all pairs of individuals. We next explored
alternative distance bands (2 miles, 5 miles, 7.5 miles, 10 miles, 20 miles, 50 miles, and
100 miles, the last of which corresponds to considering all pairs of individuals) to select
the distance band to include for the pairing of individuals in the composite marginal
likelihood (CML) estimation. This is because, as discussed in detail in Bhat, 2011 and
Bhat, 2014, a higher efficiency of the CML estimator can be achieved by lowering the
number of pairings used in the CML estimation. The best estimator efficiency, based on
minimizing the trace of the asymptotic covariance matrix (see Bhat, 2014), was obtained
with a distance band of 7.5 miles, which was then retained in subsequent estimations.
Using the spatial specifications just discussed, we once again explored several alternative
variable specifications, but the original variable specification without the spatial
dependence continued to be the best specification for the spatial GOR (or S-GOR) model.
Finally, we added skew-normality in the kernel error term. To help the estimation
process, we fixed the skew parameter at successively increasing values in increments of
0.1 (that is, ρ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, ..., 0.9) to determine that the best value of the skew parameter
was obtained at 0.2. Next, the estimation was continued at increments of 0.01 between
0.1 and 0.3, and the best fit was at the value of 0.19. The reason for using this approach to
obtain the skew parameter is that convergence of the model with a skew-normal kernel is
much faster by fixing the skew parameter. Finally, we estimated the entire spatial skewnormal GOR (or SSN-GOR) model all at once (including the skew parameter and all
other parameters) to obtain the final results for the SSN-GOR model. Doing so provides
the t-statistics for the skew parameter too.

4.5 Estimation Results
Table 1 present the estimation results. As discussed in Section 3.1, for reasons of
identification, there is no constant in the latent bicycling propensity (second column in
Table 1). Also, there are no exogenous variables identified for the threshold between the
first and second ordinal categories of “not a bicyclist” and “occasional bicyclist”. That is,
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there is only a constant identified in the first threshold (i.e., ψ q1 = exp(α 1 ) ), and this
constant is listed in the first row of Table 1.
There are four main columns in Table 1, in addition to the first “variables” column. The
first numeric column corresponds to the estimates of the b vector elements that
characterize the latent bicycling propensity (with no constant). The second column
corresponds to ψ q 2 , and the estimates presented are the λ2 constant, and the ϕ 2
parameters corresponding to the second threshold demarcating the “occasional” and
“infrequent” bicycling frequency categories. The final two columns correspond to λ3 and
ϕ 3 parameters for the ψ q 3 threshold (threshold between “infrequent” and “frequent”
bicycling frequency categories), and λ4 and ϕ 4 parameters for the ψ q 4 threshold
(threshold between “frequent” and “everyday” bicycling frequency categories).
The effect of each category of variables on the latent injury risk propensity and the
three thresholds are discussed in the next section, followed by the spatial dependency
parameter and the skew parameter. We should note that, for continuous variables such as
age, income, and the IBLI variable, we attempted a variety of functional forms, including
the continuous value, piecewise linear functions, and a dummy variables specification
(with many different combinations of the cut points for the piecewise linear and dummy
variable specifications). At the end, the dummy variables specification came out to be the
best for the age and income variables, with the boundary cut-off points as in Table 1. For
the IBLI variable, the continuous value came out to be the best specification in general,
though a cut-off representation of this variable was superior for interactions of this
variable with demographic variables.
4.5.1 Variable effects

The individual characteristics that impact bicycling propensity are gender, educational
attainment, age, and work status. According to our results, men typically have a higher
propensity to bicycle than women, as several previous studies have found (Parkin et al.,
2008, Sener et al., 2009a, Ferdous et al., 2011, Sallis et al., 2013, Ma et al., 2014).
Heinen et al. (2010) indicate that in countries where the bicycling share is very low (such
as the United States), studies have almost universally found that men bicycle more often
than women. However, studies in other countries where there is a high share of bicycling
(such as Netherlands and Belgium) have typically not found any statistically different
effects between men and women. This is likely to be the result of bicycling being viewed
as a “risky” proposition in terms of safety in the countries where the bicycling share is
very low. In this context, the study by Bhat et al. (2015) suggests that the difference
between men and women in the United States in bicycling orientation may be related to
safety-consciousness attitudes. Based on their results that women are more safetyconscious than men in the context of bicycling safety from traffic crashes, an issue that
has consistently been identified as a barrier to bicycling in U.S. cities, Bhat et al. (2015)
reach into the psychological literature to offer three explanations for the gender
difference in risk-taking (which is on the reverse scale of safety-consciousness). The first
is based on the notion of “risk as feelings” in which our instinctive and intuitive emotions
dominate reasoned approaches when faced with risk. In this regard, given that women
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experience feelings of nervousness and fear more than men in anticipation of negative
outcomes, the net result is a heightened risk-averseness (or higher safety consciousness)
among women. The second is based on the notion of confidence; many psychological
studies (see, for example, Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007) indicate that men tend to be
more overconfident in uncertain situations, translating to more risk-taking (and less
safety-consciousness) in men than women. The third explanation is tied to the notion of
believed appropriate response, with men tending to view a risky situation as a challenge
that warrants participation, while women tend to view risky situations as threats that must
be avoided.
The Table 1 results for the effect of education level on bicycling indicate that highly
educated individuals have a higher propensity to bicycle (see the positive coefficient of
0.190 in the column labeled “latent bicycling propensity” corresponding the “bachelor’s
degree or higher education level” variable; we attempted a more extensive multiple
dummy variable specification for introducing the effect of education, but found no
differences between the effects of “high school or less” and “some college” education
categories, as well as between the “bachelor’s degree” and “graduate degree” education
categories). The result is not surprising because a high education level is typically
associated with a high level of environmental awareness (see McCright, 2010, Lo and
Jim, 2012, and Paleti et al., 2013) and, consequently, a higher tendency to use
environmental-friendly modes of transportation such as bicycling. However, this may
also be because individuals with higher levels of education tend to be more aware of
traffic safety rules and regulations, and have a more objective and less negative
perspective of safety from traffic crashes. In addition to the effect on the bicycling
propensity, the education variable also impacts the thresholds in the framework of the
GORL model. As should be clear from Equation (8), a negative coefficient in the vector
ϕ k for a variable has the effect of moving the corresponding threshold to the left. The net
effect for the probability of each ordinal category will depend on the entire sequence of
threshold effects. In the case of the education variable, the pattern of threshold effects in
the flexible GOR model indicates that higher educated individuals, compared to lower
educated individuals, will be substantially more likely to be frequent or everyday
bicyclists than what would be predicted by the standard ordered-response model. In
Section 4.5.3, we compute elasticity effects to better represent the composite effects of
variables on each ordinal bicycling category.
Individuals in the intermediate age range (between 35 and 54 years old) have a higher
propensity to bicycle than those in other age groups. The effects on the thresholds
indicate that, relative to a standard ordered-response model, the GOR model predicts a
lower probability of such individuals to be occasional bicyclists and a higher probability
of such individuals to be everyday bicyclists. Overall, individuals in the middle age group
are more bicycle prone (in terms of propensity of use) than individuals in the younger or
older age groups. However, as we will discuss later, the difference between individuals in
the younger age group of 18-34 years and middle-aged individuals becomes less
pronounced as the lane mileage around the household’s residence increases). The lower
propensity of older individuals (>54 years of age) to bicycle, which has been found in
many earlier studies too (see, for example, Kemperman and Timmerman, 2009, and Ma
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et al., 2014), is likely explained by a worry about slower reflexes and recovering from
bicycle-related crash injuries as individuals reach their 50s and beyond.
Finally, full-time workers are less inclined to bicycle frequently than other non-full time
workers, another common finding in the literature that is attributed to longer commute
distances and less free time to engage in recreational bicycling for full-time workers
relative to those not employed full-time (see Heinen et al., 2010, Sener et al., 2009a, and
Ferdous et al., 2011).
The household demographics that play an important role in bicycling frequency decisions
are number of automobiles, presence of children, and annual household income.
Individuals living in households with more automobiles have a lower bicycling
propensity. The effect on the threshold shows that, compared to the standard orderedresponse model, the GOR model predicts an even higher probability of individuals with a
high number of autos never bicycling or bicycling only occasionally. Of course, it is
possible that this car ownership effect is not a causal one, but really an association effect
because of, for example, individuals with a green lifestyle orientation owning fewer cars
and bicycling often (see, for example, Bhat et al., 2015). The presence of children in the
household also reduces bicycling propensity, presumably because of time poverty effects
(see Bernardo et al., 2015) that precludes participation in relaxing activities such as
recreational bicycling. Besides, earlier studies in psychology (see, for example, Turner
and McClure, 2003 and Dohmen et al., 2011) suggest that humans tend to become less
adventurous and more risk-averse when a child is present in the household, which
perhaps gets manifested in the form of less bicycling to reduce exposure to perceived
unsafe travel conditions. Finally, in terms of household attributes, individuals from
progressively lower income households have a lower propensity of bicycle use relative to
individuals from progressively higher income households. Although this result has been
confirmed by many other studies (Stinson and Bhat, 2004, Dill and Voros, 2007, Parkin
et al., 2008), there is no clear consensus regarding the role of income in the frequency of
bicycling. Bicycling is not a cost-prohibitive mode of transportation as the car is, so it
does not represent an economic barrier for potential riders. However, low income
households tend to locate in neighborhoods that are far from the work place, making
commute bicycling more difficult and perhaps leading to less time for recreational
bicycling too. Another explanation is that low household income is a proxy for a variety
of household residential neighborhood crime-related considerations, and/or blatant
discrimination in bicycling facility investments in minority and/or low income areas (see,
for example, Rietveld and Daniel, 2004).
Among the two neighborhood variables considered; residential density and the IBLI
variable; we discerned clear multicollinearity. In particular, when we introduced each
variable separately, each had a statistically significant impact, with the IBLI variable
specification providing a far superior data fit. Further, when we introduced both
variables, the residential density variable turned out to be statistically insignificant. Thus,
we retained only the IBLI variable and its interactions with demographic variables. As
Table 1 indicates, the more the intensity of bicycle lanes, the higher in general is the
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propensity of bicycle use.13 However, there are interactions of this variable (in a dummy
variable form based on distance thresholds) with the “male” and “individuals aged 18-34
years” (i.e., young individuals) (Technically, the discussions of the male and age
variables discussed earlier should have been done in combination with these interaction
terms, but the effects of these demographic variables as discussed earlier holds regardless
of the intensity of bicycle lanes, as we will now discuss; thus, to streamline the
presentation, we adopt this layered presentation scheme). The interaction with the male
dummy variable suggests that while men generically have a higher propensity to bicycle,
the difference in propensity between men and women reduces from 0.311 (the coefficient
on the male dummy variable in Table 1) in residential locations where the mileage of
bicycle lanes is less than four miles to 0.085 (0.311-0.226; the difference between the
coefficient of the male dummy variable and the male dummy variable interaction with the
intensity of bicycle lanes) in residential locations where the mileage of bicycle lanes is
more than four miles. As importantly, in locations where the mileage of bicycle lanes is
more than four miles, the difference between men and women becomes statistically
insignificant (the standard error on the coefficient of 0.085 is 0.149, with a t-statistic of
0.57 for testing the null hypothesis that the true difference between men and women in
bicycling propensity in residential locations with more than four miles of bicycling lanes
is zero). This result is consistent with the notion of bicycling being viewed as a “risky”
proposition in terms of safety when bicycling facilities are limited (and bicycling share is
low) and women being more sensitive to risk (see earlier discussion). But, when IBLI
increases, bicycling is viewed less as a risky proposition, thus reducing the differences
between men and women in their bicycling propensity (as has been found in many
European cities). Further, the interaction of the IBLI variable with the young age group in
Table 1 suggests that, in residential locations with more than three miles of bicycle lanes,
young individuals (18-34 years of age) have a statistically significantly higher propensity
of bicycle use than the oldest category of individuals (55 years or older) (while there is no
statistically significant difference between the youngest and oldest age groups when the
intensity of bicycle lanes is less than three miles). However, even in locations with more
than three miles of bicycle lanes, middle-aged individuals (aged 35-54 years) have a
marginally significant higher bicycling propensity than the youngest age group (the
difference in propensity is 0.136 (=0.320-0.184), with a standard error of 0.125 and a tstatistic of zero difference being 1.1). Overall, the reluctance of younger individuals to
bicycle relative to middle-aged individuals in locations with a low intensity of bicycle
lanes, and the less pronounced difference between these two age groups in locations with
a high intensity of bicycle lanes (>3 miles), needs further exploration in future studies.
However, one important implication from the interaction effects just discussed is that a
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A caveat about the effects of the mileage of bicycle lanes is in order here. In this analysis, we use the miles of
bicycle lanes in the household residence neighborhood of the individual as an independent variable. In fact, this may
be an endogenous variable in the sense that people who are bicycle use-prone may locate themselves in areas with
good bicycling facilities. But, as in all earlier bicycling frequency studies we are aware of, we do not consider this
residential self-selection issue here. The very few studies that consider residential self-selection in the effects of built
environment measures on bicycling-related travel have done so in the context of commuting mode choice to work or
non-motorized (bicycling and walking together) tour making (see, for example, Pinjari et al., 2011 and Bhat, 2014).
We leave the consideration of residential self-selection in examining the impact of built environment measures on
bicycling frequency to future studies, and focus on the spatial dependence issue here.
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more inclusive and diverse set of individuals (men and women, and young and middleaged individuals) are likely to take up bicycling as more and more resources are invested
in bicycling facilities.
4.5.2 Spatial dependency and kernel error skewness

The spatial dependency parameter is moderate in magnitude (0.152) but highly
statistically significant, supporting the hypothesis that bicycling propensity of individuals
in households located in close proximity of each other are indeed positively correlated.
That is, our results reinforce the theoretical notion in the bicycling use literature of the
presence of social group influences in bicycling use propensity.
The skew parameter came out to be 0.190, and is statistically significant. Thus, the
hypothesis of the kernel error term being normal (as has been the norm in all earlier
bicycling frequency studies) is soundly rejected. The implied shape of the marginal
skew-normal density function for the error term is provided in Figure 1. We have
included, as reference, the shape of the marginal standard normal density function (red
line in Figure 1). Since the skew parameter is positive (even if small in magnitude), there
is a slight right skew in the density function of the kernel error term. That is, relative to
the normal distribution, the effects of unobserved characteristics make a larger fraction of
individuals more inclined to bicycle often. The difference in shape between the implied
skew-normal distribution and the normal distribution may appear rather minimal, but, as
we will note in Section 4.7, the difference is enough to make substantial differences in
the impacts of specific policy actions. In particular, using the normal distribution when
the skew-normal is the appropriate distribution leads to an underestimation in the benefits
of bicycling facility improvements. This is particularly so when the skew-normal
distribution is combined with spatial dependence effects, because consideration of spatial
dependence leads to a “spillover” or “multiplier” effect at the overall community level
that accentuates the benefits of bicycling facility improvements at the individual level.
Thus, ignoring spatial dependence as well as ignoring the positive skew leads to a
substantial underestimation of the benefits of bicycling facility improvements.
4.5.3 Elasticity effects

As mentioned earlier, the coefficients in Table 1 do not directly provide a sense of the
magnitude and direction of effects of each variable on each bicycling frequency category.
But one can compute aggregate-level effects to characterize the overall impacts of each
variable. To do so, we compute the aggregate-level “pseudo-elasticity effects” of
exogenous variables. In the current analysis, we have three types of exogenous variables:
discrete variables, a count variable, and a continuous variable. The discrete variables
include binary variables (the male dummy variable, the “bachelor’s degree or higher
education level” dummy variable, the full-time work status dummy variable, and the
“presence of children” dummy variable) and multinomial variables (age categorized in
three groups: 18-34 years, 35-54 years, and >54 years; and annual household income in
four categories: <25,000, 25,000-34,999, 35,000-50,000, and >50,000). But because the
binary variables are simply one type of a multinomial variable, we will discuss the
methodology we use to compute elasticity effects only for one of the multinomial
variables (the age variable) within the class of discrete variables. For these variables, we
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first predict the probabilities of each bicycling frequency level for each individual,
assigning the base value of “0” for all dummy variables characterizing the multinomial
exogenous discrete variable (that is, assigning zero values for all the three age
categories). All other exogenous variables are at their values in the original data. The
procedure to compute the individual-level probabilities in our spatial model (for one
realization of the parameters from their sampling distributions) is similar to the one
discussed in detail by Castro et al. (2013), with the important difference that the kernel
error terms are generated using a skew-normal distribution in the current paper as
opposed to a simple normal distribution in Castro et al. (2013).14 Then, the individuallevel probabilities are added to obtain the expected value of the number of individuals at
each bicycling frequency level in the base case (label the resulting vector of five values,
one each for each of the five frequency levels, in this base case as BASE). Subsequently,
the same procedure as above is undertaken but after changing the value of the “35-54
years” dummy variable for each individual from the value of zero to the value of one, and
obtaining the expected value of the number of individuals at each frequency level in this
new case (label the resulting vector of five values as AGE3554). Next, the same
procedure as above is implemented, but now starting with the base data and changing the
value of the “>54 years” dummy variable for each individual from the value of zero to the
value of one (label the resulting vector of five expected values as AGEGT54).
Subsequently, to obtain an aggregate-level elasticity of the “Age – 35-54 years” dummy
variable, we compute the change between the AGE3554 and BASE vectors as a
percentage of the BASE vector, yielding five elasticity values (one for each frequency
level). Similarly, to obtain an aggregate-level elasticity of the “Age > 54 years” dummy
variable, we compute the change between the AGEGT54 and BASE vectors as a
percentage of the BASE vector, once again yielding five elasticity values. Finally, we
compute the mean and standard errors of the aggregate-level elasticity effects as
computed above across 200 bootstrap draws (realizations) taken from the sampling
distributions of the parameters. These are available from the authors, but are suppressed
from Table 2 to avoid clutter.
For the one count variable (number of vehicles), the procedure is simpler. We simply
change the count variable (number of vehicles) for each individual by the value of one,
and compute the percentage change in the expected number of individuals at each
bicycling frequency level. For the one continuous variable (the IBLI variable), we
increase the value of the variable by 10% for each observation.15

14

Essentially, the procedure entails, for one realization (say realization A) of the parameters from their sampling
distributions, the generation of one realization of the latent vector y* in Equation (12). This is then translated into an
ordinal category assignment for each individual based on the threshold values for each individual (these thresholds
themselves are computed from Equation (8) for the one realization A of the parameters). The above procedure is
repeated N times to obtain N realizations of the vector y* and N corresponding ordinal category assignments for the
one realization A of the parameters. The ordinal category assignments (converted to 0/1 dummy variables of
choosing each ordinal category) across the N repetitions are averaged to obtain probabilities for each ordinal
category for each individual for the realization A of the parameters.
15
We can also compute pseudo-elasticity effects for interaction variables. For example, to compute the elasticity
effect of the male variable, we can develop separate estimates for the population of individuals in residential areas
with less than or equal to four miles of bicycling lanes and the population of individuals in residential areas with
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Table 2 provides the pseudo-elasticity effects. The numbers in the table may be
interpreted as the percentage change in the probability of each bicycling frequency level
due to a change in the exogenous variable. For example, the first entry in the table
indicates that the probability of a man not being a bicyclist is 13.6% lower than the
probability of a woman not being a bicyclist, everything else being equal (that is, there
will be about 14 less non-bicyclist individuals in a random sample of 100 men compared
to in a random sample of 100 women). For the count variable of “number of vehicles”,
the entry in the first column indicates that an additional vehicle in the household
increases the probability of an individual in the household not being a bicyclist by 30.1%
(that is, there will be about 30 less non-bicyclists in a random sample of 100 households
with one less car than another random sample of 100 households). For the continuous
IBLI variable, the probability of an individual not being a bicyclist reduces by 14.9% if
the mileage of bicycle lanes in the individual’s residential neighborhood is increased by
10%. The directions of the elasticity effects of the model are consistent with the
discussions in the previous section. The table suggests that the most important variables
affecting bicycling frequency are (1) education level (if the individual has a bachelor’s
degree or higher), (2) work status (if the individual is a full-time worker), (3) the number
of vehicles in the individual’s household, and (4) household income (if individual’s
household earns less than $25K annually). While the continuous variable effect of IBLI
cannot be strictly compared with the other effects, Table 2 indicates that increasing the
mileage of bicycle lanes has a substantial positive impact on the percentage of everyday
bicyclists. The implication is that investing in bicycling facilities is an effective way to
increase the share of those who use bicycling on a regular basis as well draw an inclusive
(and diverse) set of demographic groups (in terms of gender and age) to bicycling.

4.6 Measures of Data Fit
In this section, we examine the data fit of the proposed spatial skew-normal GOR (SSNGOR) models with its more restricted versions: (1) the traditional probit SOR model
typically used in bicycling frequency analysis, (2) the aspatial probit GOR (ASP-GOR)
model, (3) the spatial probit (SP-GOR) model, and (4) the aspatial skew-normal GOR
(ASSN-GOR) model. As discussed in Section 3.2, all of these four models are restrictive
versions of the SSN-GOR model, and may be tested against the SSN-GOR model using
the adjusted composite likelihood ratio test (ADCLRT) statistic, which is asymptotically
chi-squared distributed similar to the likelihood ratio test statistic for the maximum
likelihood approach. The reader is referred to Bhat (2011) for details regarding the
ADCLRT test statistic. In addition to testing the models using the ADCLRT statistic, we
also compute the average probability of correct prediction of each model using the
procedure discussed in Castro et al., 2013. Finally, we also predict the shares for each
bicycling frequency category with each model and compare the predicted shares with the
actual sample shares using the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) measure.

more than four miles of bicycling lanes. But, to keep the presentation simple, we focus on only the overall effects in
the entire population of individuals for each individual variable.
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The results of the data fit comparisons are presented in Table 3. For completeness, we
note that the composite log-likelihood (CLL) value of the naïve model with only a
constant in the underlying bicycling propensity and only constants in the thresholds
(equivalent to a sample shares model) is -4822776.3 (the second numeric row). The
number of parameters and the CLL values for the five models (from the simplest SOR
model to the proposed general SSN-GOR model) are provided in the third and fourth
numeric rows, respectively, of Table 3. All the models in the table reject the naïve model
based on ADCLRT tests. The fifth row compares the SSN-GOR model with its restrictive
versions using ADCLRT tests, and indicates the clear superior performance of the SSNGOR model relative to other models. While not shown in the table, an ADCLRT of the
SOR and ASP-GOR models (the first and second models in Table 3) clearly rejects the
SOR model in favor of the ASP-GOR model, supporting the view that the traditional
SOR formulations in the bicycling frequency literature are restrictive and likely to be
mis-specified. Also, both the SP-GOR and the ASSN-GOR models reject the ASP-GOR
model, supporting the notion that spatial interactions and a non-normal kernel distribution
underlie bicycling propensity. This should also be obvious from the statistically
significant spatial autoregressive parameter (in the SP-GOR model; see the sixth numeric
row) and the statistically significant skew parameter (in the ASSN-GOR model; see the
seventh numeric row). The result is further reinforced by the average probability of
correct prediction statistics listed in the eighth numeric row of the table. Between the
non-nested SP-GOR and ASSN-GOR models, which may be compared using the
composite likelihood information criterion (CLIC) (Varin and Vidoni, 2005, Bhat, 2014),
the SP-GOR model is superior to the ASSN-GOR model. However, from an aggregate
prediction (MAPE) perspective (see the last row panel of Table 3 that provides the
predicted percentages of each bicycling frequency level as well as the actual sample
percentages, and the MAPE statistic in the last row), the ASSN-GOR model does better
than the SP-GOR model. This suggests that the best model should accommodate both
spatial dependence and a non-normal kernel error term, as does the SSN-GOR model
proposed in this paper. Indeed, the SSN-GOR model rejects all other models based on not
only the disaggregate ADCLRT test and the probability of correct prediction statistic (as
discussed earlier), but also based on the aggregate MAPE statistic.
Another interesting observation from Table 3 is that the aggregate bicycling frequency
predictions for the high frequency categories (“frequent bicyclist” and “everyday
bicyclist”) are under-projected when spatial dependence is ignored (see the predictions
from the SP-GOR and ASP-GOR models) as well as when the positive skewness of the
kernel error term is ignored (see the predictions from the ASSN-GOR and ASP-GOR
models). The first is because of ignoring the multiplier effect, and the second is because
unobserved factors tend to make individuals have a higher bicycling propensity than that
specified by a normal distribution. Further, the consequence of incorrectly imposing a
normal distribution is particularly severe in the presence of spatial interaction. This is
evidenced in the MAPE percentage increase of 56% from 5.22% to 8.15% between the
ASSN-GOR to ASP-GOR models, but an even larger percentage increase of 104% from
3.54% to 7.21%, between the SSN-GOR and the SP-GOR models, again because of the
multiplier effect when spatial dependence is considered.
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4.7 Policy Implications
As discussed in the previous sub-section, the SSN-GOR model provides a better data fit
than other models based on both disaggregate composite likelihood ratio tests as well as
aggregate sample fit predictions. To further demonstrate the potential policy pitfalls of
using the inaccurate models, we examine the predicted changes in the aggregate shares of
bicycling frequency levels due to a bicycling infrastructure investment program that
increases the “intensity of bicycle lanes” by 10% for each individual. To streamline and
simplify the presentation, we combine the two lowest frequency categories (not a
bicyclist and occasional bicyclist) in a single category labeled as “little to no bicycling”
(LNB), and the two highest frequency categories (frequent and everyday bicyclist) in
another single category labeled as “regular bicycling” (RB). Further, because the middle
category of “infrequent bicycling” is a sandwich category that is essentially determined
by the two extreme categories, we will focus only on the two extreme categories of LNB
and RB. The pseudo-elasticities for these two bicycling frequency categories are
presented in Table 4. As expected, all the five models present the same trend: the LNB
category share reduces and the RB category share increases. However, the restricted
models clearly underestimate the reduction in the LNB category share as well as the
increase in the RB category share. The P-values for the comparison of the elasticities
with the proposed SSN-GOR model show that the under-estimations from the SOR and
ASP-GOR models are statistically significant at the 4% significance level or lower for the
LNB category, though not so for the SP-GOR and ASSN-GOR models for the LNB
category. But the under-estimations from all the restrictive models are statistically
significant at any reasonable level for the RB category. Finally, among the many models,
the pattern of elasticities mimics the pattern of the predicted shares discussed in the
previous section, with clear evidence of the multiplier effect combined with the positive
skew effect as represented in the SSN-GOR model. Of particular note is that even the two
closest models (SP-GOR and ASSN-GOR) to the proposed SSN-GOR model
underestimate the increase in the RB category by as much as about one third of the total
increase.
Overall, ignoring spatial interactions and/or non-normal kernel error terms will generally
lead to both inconsistent estimates of the choice probabilities as well as the effects of
exogenous variables. As a consequence, there is a very real possibility of mis-informed
policy-making if these important model specification issues are ignored. In our specific
empirical context, the results indicate that improvements in bicycling facilities would be
quite substantially (and incorrectly) under-estimated, potentially leading to a rejection of
bicycling infrastructure improvements when actually warranted, due to an inappropriate
low-balling of benefits relative to costs.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
This paper has proposed a new spatial skew normal generalized ordered response (or
SSN-GOR) model and an associated estimation method. It contributes to the spatial
analysis field by allowing a non-normal (though parametric) kernel error term in
traditional specifications of the spatial model. As discussed in the paper, while the use of
an incorrect kernel distribution in aspatial models will, in general, lead to inconsistent
estimates of the choice probabilities as well as the effects of exogenous variables, the
situation gets exacerbated in spatial models because of the multiplier effect. To our
knowledge, this is the first spatial non-normal GOR model proposed in the economic
literature. The skew normal distribution that we use for introducing non-normality is
tractable, parsimonious in parameters that regulate the distribution and its skewness,
includes the normal distribution as a special interior point case, and is flexible because it
allows a continuity of shapes from normality to non-normality, including skews to the left
or right. We have implemented Bhat’s (2011) maximum approximate composite marginal
likelihood (MACML) inference approach for estimation of the SSN-GOR model.
The paper demonstrates the application of the proposed model through an analysis of
bicycling frequency among workers of the Puget Sound Region in the U.S. state of
Washington. The sample is drawn from the 2014 Puget Sound household travel survey
and includes a variety of socio-demographic characteristics of the individuals and
household demographics, and a couple of indicators serving as proxies for bicycle
facilities at the residential location. Our results underscore the important effects of
demographic variables on bicycling propensity, especially education level, full-time work
status, the number of vehicles in the individual’s household, and household income.
Unlike many earlier bicycling studies, we draw from the social-psychological concepts
and theories to provide possible explanations for these demographic effects. The results
also indicate the positive effects of increasing the miles of bicycle lanes in residential
neighborhoods. As importantly, the results suggest that women and young individuals
(18-34 years of age) are much more likely to “warm up” to bicycling as more investment
is made in bicycling infrastructure, thus leading not only to a larger pool of bicyclists but
also a more diverse and inclusive one. This is an interesting result that suggests that
information campaigns on bicycling improvements may benefit from targeting women
and young individuals. We have also demonstrated that introducing social dependence
effects and non-normal kernel error terms have real policy implications; ignoring these
effects can underestimate the impacts of bicycling infrastructure improvements and
public campaigns on bicycle use frequency, potentially leading to under-investments in
bicycling infrastructure projects. Also, the fact that our study found positive multiplier
effects implies that information and promotion campaigns to foster frequent bicycle use
(either as part of congestion mitigation efforts or sustainable transportation policies or
energy consumption reduction strategies or public health improvement considerations)
would do well to bring individuals from disparate neighborhoods together (rather than
“preaching” within neighborhoods). Doing so would exploit the neighborhood-based
virtuous snowballing cycle through local social interactions when each individual goes
back to her or his residential community.
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An important direction for future methodological research would be to accommodate
potential residential self-selection in built environment effects (such as bicycling
infrastructure investments within neighborhoods). This would help disentangle
associative effects from “true” built environment effects. Another methodological
extension would be to introduce the proposed formulation within an integrated choice
latent variable system, so that subjective attitudes and perceptions can be included along
with the social interactions and general kernel error distribution of the proposed
formulation (this would entail combining Bhat et al.’s (2016) formulation with the
current one). A third methodological extension would be to develop a longitudinal
component within the current framework to accommodate dynamics in bicycling
behavior and help tease out better the causal impacts of exogenous variables. Another
extension would be to introduce a spatial dependence process across individuals in the
thresholds of the GOR model. In terms of empirical extensions, the current paper uses a
general travel survey data set that has good spatial resolution of residential locations to
develop relatively accurate variables of residential density and bicycle lane mileage, as
well as generate inter-individual distances for proximity-based social interactions. Future
studies can introduce a more comprehensive set of exogenous variables, which may be
captured through bicycling-oriented travel surveys (see, for example, Sener et al.,
2009a,b), to accommodate the effects of additional neighborhood built environment
attributes, subjective factors (individual attitudes and perceptions), and natural
environment characteristics.
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Figure 1: Marginal Probability Density Plot
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Table 1. Estimation results of the SSN-GOR model
Variables

Latent bicycling
propensity
Estimate

Threshold constant between not a bicyclist and occasional bicyclist α1
Threshold constants αk
Individual Characteristics
Male
Bachelor’s degree or higher educational level
Age variables: between 35 and 54 years old
Work status: full-time worker
Household demographics
Number of automobiles
Presence of children
Household income: (base is more than $50,000)
Less than $25,000
$25,000-$34,999
$35,000-$49,999
Environmental characteristics
Intensity of Bicycle Lane Infrastructure (IBLI)
(IBLI > 4 miles) interacted with Male
(IBLI > 3 miles) interacted with ’18 to 34 years old’ age category
Spatial parameter δ

t-stat

Threshold between
Threshold between
Threshold between
occasional bicycling and infrequent bicycling frequent bicycling and
infrequent bicycling
and frequent bicycling everyday bicycling
Estimate
t-stat
Estimate
t-stat
Estimate
t-stat
0.053

0.311
0.190
0.320
-0.108

2.25
2.06
2.75
-2.10

-1.034
-0.431

-10.144 (t-stat: -8.11)
1.79
1.202

-0.234
-0.170
0.287

-3.05
-2.53
2.91

-3.65
-2.69

0.675

3.65

-0.321
-0.088
-0.057

-2.50
-2.22
-2.10

0.279

3.21

1.298
-0.226
0.184

7.21
4.02
3.97

-0.370

-1.99

-0.192

0.152 (t-stat: 3.50)

Skew parameter ρ

0.190 (t-stat: 2.16)

Log-composite likelihood at convergence
Number of parameters estimated
Number of observations

-2,823,142.9
27
3,760
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4.22

1.361

3.600

-0.101

-2.03

-0.102

-2.49

-3.00

Table 2. Pseudo-elasticity effects of variables
Variables
Individual Characteristics
Male
Bachelor’s degree or higher educational level
Age variable: between 18 and 34 years old
Age variable: between 35 and 54 years old
Work status: full-time worker

Not a
bicyclist

Occasional
bicyclist

Infrequent
bicyclist

Frequent
bicyclist

Everyday
bicyclist

-13.6
-28.7
-7.0
-10.2
27.5

-9.4
-20.3
-8.5
-9.6
25.3

8.1
4.7
6.7
10.2
-3.6

6.7
20.7
7.8
9.3
-8.1

5.4
7.3
7.2
11.5
-11.9

Household demographics
Number of automobiles
Presence of children
Household income: (base is more than $50,000)
Less than $25,000
$25,000-$34,999
$35,000-$49,999

30.1
20.8

27.4
19.3

-11.2
-7.2

-15.3
-12.4

-17.6
-13.9

28.6
20.9
14.3

20.4
12.7
9.5

-6.2
-5.3
-4.8

-15.2
-10.7
-7.6

-18.4
-13.2
-6.0

Environmental characteristics
Intensity of Bicycle Lane Infrastructure (IBLI)

-14.9

-19.5

8.7

11.6

16.2
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Table 3. Measures of fit
Summary Statistic

SOR

ASP-GOR

Number of Observations

SP-GOR

ASSN-GOR

SSN-GOR

3,760

Composite log-likelihood (CLL) at
convergence of the naïve model
Number of parameters
Composite log-likelihood (CLL) at
convergence

Adjusted composite likelihood ratio
test (ADCLRT) between SSN-GOR
and the corresponding model

-4,832,776.3
16

25

26

26

27

-2,823,251.3

-2,823,224.1

-2,823,208.8

-2,823,175.7

-2,823,142.9

Test statistic [Test statistic [Test statistic [Test statistic [2*(CLLSOR-CLLSSN2*(CLLASP-GOR-CLLSSN- 2*(CLLSP-GOR-CLLSSN- 2*(CLLASSN-GOR-CLLSSNGOR)]=216.8 > ChiGOR)]=162.4 > ChiGOR)]=133.8 > ChiGOR)]=66.0 > ChiSquared statistics with 2 Squared statistics with 2 Squared statistics with 1 Squared statistics with 1
degrees of freedom at
degrees of freedom at
degree of freedom at
degree of freedom at any
any reasonable level of any reasonable level of any reasonable level of
reasonable level of
significance
significance
significance
significance

NA

Spatial correlation

0.0 (fixed)

0.0 (fixed)

0.150 (t-stat: 3.60)

0.0 (fixed)

0.152 (t-stat: 3.50)

Skew parameter

0.0 (fixed)

0.0 (fixed)

0.0 (fixed)

0.178 (t-stat: 2.11)

0.190 (t-stat: 2.16)

0.517

0.528

0.539

0.555

0.579

Average probability of correct
prediction
Bicycling frequency
Actual
categories
percentage

Predicted percentage

Not a bicyclist

56.5

60.5

60.0

59.2

58.8

58.3

Infrequent bicyclist

24.0

25.1

25.0

25.0

24.6

24.4

Occasional bicyclist

7.2

5.8

6.0

6.3

6.5

6.7

Frequent bicyclist

9.0

6.3

6.6

7.1

7.4

7.6

Everyday bicyclist

3.3

2.3

2.4

2.4

2.7

3.0

9.42%

8.15%

7.21%

5.22%

Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE)
NA: Not applicable
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3.54%

Table 4. Percentage change in bicycling frequency category shares due to a 10% increment of miles of bicycling lanes within
a 1-mile distance (standard error in parenthesis)
SOR

ASP-GOR

SP-GOR

ASSN-GOR

SSN-GOR

Bicycling frequency category
Elasticity

P*

Elasticity

P*

Elasticity

P*

Elasticity

P*

Elasticity

Little to No Bicycling (LNB)

-7.6%
(0.68)

0.00

-8.5%
(0.73)

0.04

-9.5%
(0.49)

0.14

-10.3%
(1.97)

--

-11.2%
(1.03)

Regular Bicycling (RB)

11.8%
(1.02)

0.00

13.2%
(0.95)

0.00

14.6%
(1.17)

0.00

15.8%
(0.96)

0.00

23.7%
(0.91)

*

P value of the difference between the model elasticity and the SSN-GOR model elasticity.
A “—” implies that the difference is not statistically significant even at the 0.2 level of significance.
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